“Doing Queer History: Written Media Landscapes in the German-Speaking World” Preliminary Schedule (Eastern Daylight Time)

[Online]

Friday, March 26, 2021
(NB: This first part of the evening is closed to the general public you will get an extra Cisco Webex link to access the discussion)

12:00pm-12:15pm: Summary of Day 1

12:15-1:00pm: Breakout sessions and group discussions

1:30pm-2:00pm: General Discussion

2-2:15pm: Coffee Break

(Open to general public again)

Panel #3

2:15pm-3:30pm: Between Imagination and Knowledge: Reading Space and Politics in Queer Magazines across the Twentieth Century

- Kate Davison (University of Melbourne), “False Friends: Representations of Sexology and the Psy/Sciences in the German Gay Press”
- Marcel Strobel (University of California, Santa Barbara), “Walking for Pleasure — Homosexuality, Mass Media and the Formation of Queer Urban Space in Weimar Germany”
- Moderation: Justin Bengry (Goldsmiths, University of London)
- Comment: Faye Stewart (University of North Carolina at Greensboro)